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Wheels & Tires / Brushes and Tools

EXTENDED REACH WHEEL GERBILS
ACC602

3.5 4 REVIEWS WRITE A REVIEW

$39.99 $56.99 MSRP

Spend $50 and Receive a Free 16oz Hand Sanitizer Learn More

SUBSCRIBE AND SAVE

One-time purchase

Subscribe, Shine & Save undefined% Off This Product Info Subscription
items will ship automatically unless you cancel. By placing this order you
are authorizing us to charge your card for future orders at the frequency
and quantity you selected. The actual cost of each shipment may vary
depending on the quantity and frequency chosen. For customer service or
to cancel, email customerservice@chemicalguys.com or call (866) 822-
3670.

Deliver Every: 
1 Month
2 Months
3 Months

You can manage, modify, or cancel your Subscribe, Shine & Save item(s)
online at any time. Pay when your order ships.

Add to upcoming subscription order and receive 10% off

Add to Next Order on Subscribe to this product and have it conveniently

delivered to you at the frequency you choose! Read the FAQ here. Promotion
subject to change. 
Get one-time
Subscribe and get 10% off on every order Ships Every:
1 Month
2 Months
3 Months
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Rinse away loose contamination and spray the face and barrel down with your favorite Chemical Guys wheel cleaner.1

Use the soft brush to easily scrub filth from deep inside wheel barrels, around cracks, and through crevices.2

Insert between spokes to clean all areas of your wheels.3

Once contamination is suspended in the cleaner, simply rinse it away with water. 4

Time

10 – 25 Minutes

Expertise

Beginner

Prep

None

What Else You’ll Need

All Purpose Cleaner/Degreaser Bucket Wheel Cleaner Microfiber Towels
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5 My favorite wheel brushes

I have tried many wheel brushes but keep going back to these. Soft enough for painted black rims. Easy to get into the barrels and the
three sizes make no wheel too difficult to clean.

Submitted 2 months ago
By Tc04
From California

Verified Buyer

Bottom Line Yes, I would recommend to a friend

Was this review helpful to you? 1 0 Flag this review

3 Average

This product works as I expected. Does an OK job but I still have to get in between with a cloth to wipe better. On One of my brushes after
using it two times the black fur cloth came off don't think it was supposed to.

Submitted 6 months ago
By Eileen
From Phoenix

Verified Buyer

Bottom Line No, I would not recommend to a friend

Was this review helpful to you? 0 0 Flag this review

2 Separated after 2 months

Nice brushes but they broke after only a few months of use. Most products are quality very disappointed. Submitted 3 years ago
By Joshtsai
From Los Angeles

Verified Buyer

Bottom Line No, I would not recommend to a friend

Was this review helpful to you? 28 0 Flag this review

4 The Gerbils

I recently used these latest rim cleaning tools I really dig this item so far. I do like how they release the water and almost instantly go
back to a fluff during cleaning after producing a rather nice clean. As well as making work easier. It also gave my forearms a serious
work out ha. On the flip side I would like to see a better transition from the wand to the hair. The glue used is rather hard. I notice this
part (at the base) tends to clip the back and or front of the rim. It may seem subtle but to the more sensitive res or when your looking for
that flawless look, yeah I would like a smoother cover or something. Again it's been a nice purchase just need to see over time and use.

Submitted 3 years ago
By PrimusAD
From Greer, SC, USA

Verified Buyer

Bottom Line Yes, I would recommend to a friend

Was this review helpful to you? 14 3 Flag this review
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KITS MICROFIBER & ACCESSORIES WASH & DRY WHEELS & TIRES EXTERIOR CARE & PAINT INTERIOR & TRIM BEYOND CARS

More Details

More Details

More Details

Photo 1

More Details

Looking for dependable auto detailing & care? Rely on Chemical Guys for quality and long-lasting products.

https://www.carid.com/chemical-guys/
https://www.carid.com/auto-detailing.html

